Honeywell timer st699 wiring diagram

Discussion in ' Electricians' Talk ' started by lowbrow , Nov 19, Log in or Sign up. Screwfix
Community Forum. Hi all I have read the wiring diagram and suggestions regarding converting
from Honeywell st to Stc timer but all guidance describes changing from the basic wiring to the
new terminals in the stc. Mine is wired up as basic 2 diagram with room thermostat so I have a
direct wire from the boiler to terminal 8. The guides I have seen describe removing the link wire
between 8 and 5 for the basic configuration which is different than mine. Going from the basic 2
configuration can I connect the current wire going to terminal 8 in the St directly from the boiler
into terminal 3 on the stc or directly to the live terminal? All other connections are clear on the
diagrams supplied by Honeywell apart from this wire from the boiler to terminal 8. Any advice
gratefully received. Thank you. Depending on system you may not have the 7 on old
programmer connection. Thank you so much for your help Leesparkykent, much appreciated.
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your
name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Electricians' Talk ' started by Zteve , Nov
15, Log in or Sign up. Screwfix Community Forum. Hi all I have a Y plan system with a mid
position valve and original honeywell st controller. I replaced the wiring as shown. It seems that
the hot water does not fire up the boiler on its own. It will work when heating is selected. I did
not switch the system to gravity fed. If I change to this will it start working correctly. Hopefully
someone can answer this for me. OLD - Hive 7 1 6 3 4 no connection 3 4. Zteve , Nov 15, The st
controller is volt free, so often there are two link wires to work with volt supply, and boiler can
be fed from the com or NO contacts with other contract being connected to line, with Hive the
link to volt is internal it has not able to run volt free, so there is no way to say which terminal on
the st controller is the output so you can't say which terminal on the old goes to the new unit.
Looking at the Y Plan on this st controller instructions there are 5 connections plus earth. L, 5
and 8 are Line so go to L on Hive. And N neutral is same on Hive. That is if wired as on the st
instructions which may not be the case it is down to how the guy wiring decided to do it. MGW ,
Nov 16, Thanks for your reply MGW. I have wired it the way you say. Are you saying that I
should swap DHW on and CH on wires or will putting the device into gravity feed mode make
them work independently. Zteve , Nov 16, I am using Nest not Hive, so I don't know how Hive is
programmed. Nest is volt free and I needed volt free contacts. I have put it in Gravity Feed mode
and still no luck. Blue light is now on at the top but water is still not coming on independently. It
is driving me up the wall as the controller is basically 2 switches which I have replaced like for
like. What have I done wrong? Not seen a Y Plan using gravity, in the main the DHW is the
default mode, and the tank thermostat turns on the boiler for DHW and the tank thermostat
when satisfied powers the grey wire which will cause the motorised valve to open all the way so
only have central heating, the white wire powers the valve half way if no grey but all the way if
grey also live. So hot water off on the programmer and hot water off on the tank thermostat but
connect to the grey wire on motorised valve to turn DHW off, default is DHW on. Pump and
boiler are either powered together, or there is an output from boiler to work pump. As far as I am
aware three port valves are either Y Plan or W Plan, with the W Plan there is no mid position,
and only 3 rather than 5 wires to the motorised valve, the W plan is normally what a combi boiler
uses, it is when there is a very small hot water store, most three port valves are Y plan. Bear
with me as I have had a drink and will not be messing with anything tonight. I only have 1 pump
and the boiler is an ideal mexico 2. I do not know anything about plumbing but can find my way
round circuit diagrams. Will have a look in the morning. Zteve , Nov 19, I also had problems
configuring Nest, it used terms like system boiler and mine is not a system boiler the pump is
exterior, and it switched on the domestic hot water at what seemed random times, it turned out
is was anti legionaries and it could be disabled, but took me ages to find out why it was doing it.
But I see a post like yours, and I think of my central heating, I have two pumps, two motorised
valves, the domestic hot water and bathroom radiator is thermo syphon, no control other than
boiler run time as to domestic hot water, and closest plan is a C Plan, I still am not sure of pipe
layout, but I have got a wiring diagram of the system. I had to draw it out myself, and still need
to add a relay, but the C Plan developed over the years, to start with the pump was switched off
for DHW only and there was no DHW thermostat, then a DHW thermostat was added, this used
all three contacts, normal open when to programmer and common to the boiler, the normal
closed when to the pump. The pump was powered from the room thermostat, so the boiler
would run when central heating was required through the normal closed contacts of the DWH
thermostat. My system does not have a tank thermostat, so the Nest contacts are wired the
same way as a thermostat, common to boiler, and normal open live feed, and normal closed is
fed from pump, this is why I have Nest not Hive as Hive will not allow you to wire it up that way.
MGW , Nov 19, I think it might be working. I took the cylinder stat off and measured it switching
against a kettle. The response was very slow but just about working so might change. I changed

the Hive from gravity to normal. Hey presto the water came on without the heating. Will test over
the next couple of days but fingers crossed. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? We use
Cookies on our website. By continuing, you agree to the use of cookies. You can find out how
to manage cookie preferences on our Policies page. The ST time control programmer can be
used as a replacement programmer on gravity primary or fully pumped systems. The ST has a
proven easy to use design. The front panel of the programmer will fit to the same backplate.
Please note it is recommended that, in order to comply with Part L1 Building Regulations
central heating systems should be upgraded to fully pumped with a fully independent
programmer e. Can't see what you want? Click here to search for something similar. Add to
Order. Replace with order item. Description Description. Skip to main content Skip to footer
includes site map link. Log in New customer? What are you looking for? Search Search.
Suggested branches. Manage your business Open an account Set up your team View order
status View invoice and credits Pay my account Set your preferred branch. Your basket is
empty. Star Deals. Boiler offers. You are here:. Recently Viewed Items. VAT Inc. Log in For your
Trade Account price. Image shown for illustration purposes only. View Large Image.
Specification Specification. Product Description The ST time control programmer can be used
as a replacement programmer on gravity primary or fully pumped systems. Similar Products.
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Benefits of eBilling. Honeywell St Wiring Diagrams have some pictures that related each other.
Find out the newest pictures of Honeywell St Wiring Diagrams here, and also you can obtain the
picture here simply. Honeywell St Wiring Diagrams picture uploaded and uploaded by Admin
that kept inside our collection. Honeywell St Wiring Diagrams have an image associated with
the other. The collection that comprising chosen picture and the best among others. These are
so many great picture list that could become your ideas and informational reason for Honeywell
St Wiring Diagrams design ideas on your own collections. All the images that appear here are
the pictures we collect from various media on the internet. If there is a pictures that violates the
rules or you want to give criticism and suggestions about Honeywell St Wiring Diagrams please
contact us on Contact Us page. Search This Blog. Next Post. Previous Post. Comment Policy:
Silahkan tuliskan komentar Anda yang sesuai dengan topik postingan halaman ini. Komentar
yang berisi tautan tidak akan ditampilkan sebelum disetujui. Buka Komentar. Tutup Komentar.
Adsense Right Sidebar. Popular Posts. Honeywell Peaksaver Thermostat Wiring Diagram. J
Junction Box Wiring Diagram. Newlec Contactor Wiring Diagram. Mazda 3 Abs Wiring Diagram.
Ep27 Flasher Relay Wiring Diagram. Random Posts. Typical 4 wire thermostat t-stat wiring
examples follow. Some have the common C wire, while others do not. Both examples of how to
wire a Honeywell thermostat with 4 wires are discussed below. Of course though, you should
check that the wires in your HVAC system match up with their expected functions. The red wire
R, RC, RH connects the high side of the output of the control transformer to the t-stat. Also
referred to as the C wire, this wire connects the low side of the output of the low voltage power
to the t-stat. Note that in our case, we had to use the green wire for C, as discussed below,
because there were only four wires coming from the furnace to the t-stat which included no
blue, brown, or black wire. So we decided that we could do without the fan switching function
that the G wire normally provides, in favor of the remotely programmable capabilities of a Wi-Fi
smart t-stat that must have a C wire in order to function. Later on though, we hope to run new
t-stat wire, that has more conductors, so we can get the C as well as the G wires. This wire
controls the cooling first stage. The t-stat connects this lead to the R wire when it calls for the
cooling system to come on. This involved getting into the furnace at the other end of the wires,
and moving the green wire from the G to the C spot on the wiring block. In this case, we chose
to give up control of the fan, to power our Honeywell Wi-Fi t-stat. The next t-stat , the Honeywell
T87N big dial model, needs no common wire. Again, no blue wire here. This t-stat also needs no
C wire. For this one, the red wire would attach to the R screw, the green to the G, the yellow to
the Y, and the white wire to the W terminal, for single stage operation of both heating and
cooling systems. Skip to content. How to wire a Honeywell thermostat with 4 wires. Honeywell
WiFi Thermostat wall plate, showing a typical 4-wire hookup. Honeywell TC 2 thermostat wall
plate, front view, showing screw terminal connection points. Added tags. Share this: Twitter
Facebook. Like this: Like Loading Honeywell Home ST Programmer Check stock in your local

store. Common timing. Minimum 5-wire installation. More Info. Instruction Manual. Screwfix Gift
Cards a perfect gift. As an essential retailer, our stores remain open across the UK. Share this
page in your favourite social networks. Facebook Twitter Pinterest Email. Add to basket for Not
available for delivery. Honeywell Home ST Programmer is rated 4. Add to saved list Rated 5 out
of 5 by Jongwe from Ann Very happy with the product it does exactly what is said in the catalog.
The product is very reliable and has now solved the problem I had Date published: You can only
programme a common set of 'On' and 'Off' times that work both the heating and hot water In this
day of better controls for heating, this is like going back to the s and paying twice the amount
for the product too. I suppose the only advantage is that if your controller breaks you can swap
it for an identical expensive and useless controller quite easily - but for the sake of good design,
get a a plumber instead and install a proper controller. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by
Maryhill from Honeywell Programmer Highly recommended. Replacement for 35 year old
programmer. Like for like. Excellent product. Easy to operate. So grateful to Honeywell for
replacement product and to Srewfix for supplying so quickly and efficiently in these difficult
days. Rated 5 out of 5 by Markvet from Ideal replacement I have had a Honeywell ST
programmer on my central heating for probably 25 yrs. Suddenly went on the blink so looked
around for replacement item. Very surprised to see the identical product still for sale. While a bit
expensive, the upside was that it took about 2 mins to change to a new unit. Base plate and
existing wiring did not need changing over and just clipped off old unit and clipped on new and
worked instantly. Hope this replacement works for another 25yrs Date published: Do you have
to have the heating control on to get hot water? Or can you get hot water with the heating
control in the Off or Twice position and the water set at Continuous? I want to be able to get hot
water without having the heating on and wondered if this programmer allows me to do this? It
depends on your system configuration. Best check the design of your system with regards to
valves. Answered by: Hardtogetnickname. Does this price include the Battery? The battery in
the newer model of the ST Programmer is a Panasonic VL but it is soldered to the printed circuit
board and not readily replaceable. Answered by: Honeywell Home Consumer Support. How do
you take the old one off? It has clips to hold the front programmer into its backbox no screws
but how do you release the clips so you can pull it off? Underneath and to the right hand side
you will find a small notch in the plastic, using a small screwdriver push upwards on the plastic
tab and this will release the ST programmer from the backplate. Does the heating setting also
heat water. The ST programmer was not designed with the feature of having hot water settings
separately from the heating. The timings are common for both systems. However, as long as the
system is designed to allow independent control it is possible to set the programmer to be on
constant for heating and twice for hot water, for example. Is this appropriate for use with combi
boiler? Yes, the ST can be used with a combi boiler but it can only control the heating as the hot
water is on demand. Programmable Light Switch. Recently bought and installed a light switch
timer. Ordered it on line arrived within 3 days and was extremely easy to install. Works
perfectly. Light switch. It was easy to install. I don't know how long it was in the house we
bought before it went bad, but it works well. Always make sure you order the right item number.
Fabulous timer! Timer works wonderfully. Easy set up. Ordering another one! Highly Satisfied.
The timer was very easy to install and not very difficult to program at all. It has been working
flawlessly since it was installed and has lived up to expectations. I like the fact it has a backlit
display. The test will be to how long it lasts! Honeywell Programmable Light Switch Timer. The
programmable light switch timer is a good value for the money. Just what I was looking for. I
purchased two of these. One is programmed to turn our outside driveway lights on at sunset
and off at sunrise. The other turns the front porch light on at sunset and then off at a different
time in the late evening each night of the week. Programming is extremely versatile and not
difficult. I have some handyman skills and the installation was also not difficult. Good
instructions. An electrician could do it in no time at all if you don't have the knowledge to do it
yourself. This is great timer to control your outside security lights. On at dusk off a dawn. Never
have to worry if we are not home or forget. This little device has solved all of my outside lighting
issues. When I built this new house, I told my contractor to install an outside timer for the
exterior lighting. After moving in, by the time Daylight Savings Time came about, I had to fiddle
with a screen only a mouse could read. Reprogramming the switch twice a year did it for me. He
programed it and now I can forget it! Home security is very important to my family and myself.
One of the best things for security is to leave outside lights on dusk to dawn. One of the worst
is to forget to turn them off in the morning, and leave them on all day. This not only increases
your electricity bill but it also lets everyone know that someone might not be home. Also,
regular timers require a constant resetting for dusk, dawn and Daylight Savings times. Once set
it recognizes the changing dusk times, dawn times and Daylight Savings. That is it. You ONLY
set it once, unless you are old school or need to set it for specific times. I would definitely

recommend this switch and am planning to use several more in my home. Great product,easy to
install and program. Good support from the Honeywell store. I havent programmed it yet. I
purchased this one for my neighbor. I already have one on both front door and back door porch
lights. They are both undercover, and I cannot rely on a light sensitive switch. Best Light Timer
for home use. This is by far the best home light timer I have owned. Plan to get 2 more for other
lights in the house. Large display, easy to program and adjusts for sunrise sunset. Stay away
from timers manufactured by GE - have gone through 2 of them they usually burn out after 1
year. Availability: In Stock. Sleek design mounts flush with standard decorative wallplate not
included. A program can apply to a single day or repeat every day. Its three modes manual,
automatic, and random help conserve electricity while adding a level of safety and security to
your home. This unit works with incandescent and halogen lighting, but is not compatible with
fluorescent lighting compatible with electronic ballasts. This m
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odel has as a large white backlit display with a night light mode option for easy reading in dark
areas with confirmation LED for at-a-glance load status on or off. Random mode activates lights
randomly to simulate a presence when away from home. Easy intuitive 3 button interface with
no door to open. Automatic daylight savings - no need to reprogram. Product Specs. Light
Switch Timers. If you are interested in ordering a large quantity of items you may qualify for
volume pricing discounts. Volume Discount Pricing is a great way for customers to save big on
large, bulk orders of most items available in our store. Please send a bulk order request to our
friendly sales staff so they may create a quote and provide personal service for your order! You
will receive a response within business days and our office hours are Monday through Friday,
8am-5pm CST. Get a detailed quote from a dedicated sales rep. Our warehouse ships directly to
you. Send A Request Now. Direct From Warehouse Pricing.

